
unusual was that the hard-pressed government of
Iraq had asked for Turkish help in attacking the
Kurits. Having just suffered 16 ilead in a Kurdish
cross-border raiit, ttre Turks lost no time in striking
back.

This little incident along the remote lraqi-Turkish
border reminds us again of the Mideast's oldest'
and certainly one of iCs most complex ethnic con-
flicts. There-are 16 million Kurds scattered across
the mountainous zone that straddles Iraq, Iran,
Turkey and the Soviet Union. Though Sunni_Mus-
lim. tf,e fair-skinned Kurds are not Arabs or Turks
but'linked to the early Aryan invaders of Persia.
Half live in Turkey's mountainous eastern reglon.

The Kurds, a warlike, tribal people, have been
seeking some sort of independence for the past 50

vears.'In the process, they have managed to fight
lhe Turks, Iran and Iraq - as well as each other.
Kurdish fighters, or p,eihmerga, haye been- used
bv all sides-to vel theil enemies. The late shah and
Iirael armed the Kurds and used them against
Iraq. Today some Kurds are fighting Iraq and
otheis Iran. Soviet agents are said to be active in
Turkish Kurdistan.

Unfortunately for the Kurds, their lands happen to
be right on top of some of the world's most impor-
tant geography. This includes lraq's oilfields
aroun-d Iviosul dnd the vital geostrategic communi-
cations routes linking Turke_y, Iraq and lran..None
of these three governments has ever appeared will-
ing to even consider granting their Kurds anything
more than token local autonomy. The idea of a
united Kurdistan is even more implausible, since
no one is about to lop off part of their country and
give it to a new Kurdish rePublic'

arlv this month Turkish warplanes struck
targets inside [raq, killing-100 Kurdish
triSesmen. What hade this attack so

"Are you sure you want to report it? lt'll only add
one more to our list of unsolved crimes."

So the Kurds have the ability to provoke scr':
dangerous developments in the high upland bni5:
that-links Asia to Asia Minor' It is difficult not :r'
feel a great deal of sympathy for these. freecit'';:--
loving mountaineers. Why, for example, do we sul-
port fhe Afghans while ignoring the Kurds?- 

Still. realpolitik dictates that the Kurds will n'';
get thbir wiy. Any form of Kurdish-independence
ivould be 0oo-disniptive to a region that is alreec5
the world's most furbulent. It's a pity the Kurds
don't live somewhere else.
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